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About This Game

A soldier wakes up in darkness with a headache - where is he, and how did he get here?

Towards The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a prequel mystery 5d3b920ae0
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Towards The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a pretty okay and spooky game, but its story time now. You play as a soldier who
wakes up in a mysterious house and you must escape. Now this game is very short but despite that this game give me chills
which I like. Now this game is a prequel to an upcoming game, and for a prequel it was good, it gives a little bit of story to the
upcoming game. Now two things that were kind of annoying is one no save I mean I know this game is short but a save would
have been nice. And lastly why'll the game is free the DLC to have this game be in your library is way too high I mean $4.99 I
can see 99 cents, a dollar, even two dollars, but $4.99 for the DLC thatu2019s way too much to have this game be in your
library. So with said this game is sort but very good and I canu2019t wait to game the mine game when it comes out.. Towards
The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a pretty okay and spooky game, but its story time now. You play as a soldier who wakes up
in a mysterious house and you must escape. Now this game is very short but despite that this game give me chills which I like.
Now this game is a prequel to an upcoming game, and for a prequel it was good, it gives a little bit of story to the upcoming
game. Now two things that were kind of annoying is one no save I mean I know this game is short but a save would have been
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nice. And lastly why'll the game is free the DLC to have this game be in your library is way too high I mean $4.99 I can see 99
cents, a dollar, even two dollars, but $4.99 for the DLC thatu2019s way too much to have this game be in your library. So with
said this game is sort but very good and I canu2019t wait to game the mine game when it comes out.
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